“We try to be as unique as we can be.”

For Code the Future CEO Sarah Sleiman, ‘99, along with her COO Dominic Clark, ‘19, and CFO Megha Rathí, ’19, this mindset applies to differentiating their company not only in this year’s Mayo Business Plan Competition, which the trio will enter after having reached the finals in the competition together three years ago, but also in the quickly growing industry for cultivating youth interest and talent in computer programming.

Since her time at North Brunswick Township High School, Sleiman envisioned a program that would give K-8 students at partner school districts opportunities to learn, hone, and showcase skills in digital coding. The first incarnation of this concept was Elementary Robotics, a not-for-profit business model that netted third place in the MBPC in 2016. With its prize money, Elementary Robotics would foot the fees to register as a non-profit organization and purchase robotics kits, eventually finalizing contracts with schools in northern New Jersey and beginning to run its programs.

As scaling continued, however, Sleiman realized that a non-profit business model conferred certain disadvantages, like restrictions on scaling potential and having to seek out professional grant-writing services. Conversely, applying a for-profit business model to the code-teaching concept would afford Sleiman and her team the ability to grow quickly and have direct access to capital. Enter Code the Future: the new business that Sleiman, Clark, Rathí, and a new team member, Pulkit Gupta ’19, have developed, rolled out, and expanded in the past year.

Currently, the team is booked for every weekend in March and April for its camps, which are held in elementary schools, public libraries, and colleges throughout New Jersey. Now, Code the Future is looking to hire code-savvy employees that can teach technical concepts at a basic level and interact with young students. Code the Future will also vie for the Mayo Competition’s top prize this spring.

Sleiman emphasizes that Code the Future is more of a reinvention of Elementary Robotics than an update of it. While Elementary Robotics offered after school and club science programs, Code the Future partners with schools to teach students during their regularly scheduled STEM class, and also runs larger camps on weekends. Code the Future offers programs to students ranging from beginner coders in second grade to seventh and eighth grade students who have mastered fundamental coding skills.

At the fundamental level, the executive team that founded Elementary Robotics has undergone changes, too, resulting in the addition of Gupta as the company’s CTO. Sleiman, Clark, and Rathí were also only freshmen when Elementary Robotics debuted in 2016; and the C-suite team has gained valuable experience and insight regarding their field since then.

However, the key differentiator may be Code the Future’s unique pairing of coding programs, the two of which are also designed to provide reasonably advanced coding insights and skills. These strengths help Code the Future stand out in the growing market for digital technology education. “Other programs do coding with really simple coding languages,” say Sleiman. “We wanted our programs to be unique and relevant.”

In general, you could pair creators with communicators, or sellers, and create so many tech companies. Sleiman herself, a Management major, has benefited from these relationships first-hand. “In high school, I tried engineering and coding, but I didn’t love it as much as I did many aspects of business.” While Sleiman enjoys traveling, organizing events, raising money, and researching and procuring the newest technologies for Code the Future, her team helps her create the platforms and craft the programs that her logistics and management efforts fuel.

Today, the hard work of the Code the Future team is evident. The company currently has contracts with two NJ school districts, runs programs at colleges such as TCNJ and Ramapo, and is actively looking for avenues to expand its presence. Sleiman acknowledges that there are challenges that face her and her team in the near future; but as of right now, Code the Future is both on the right course and keeping in tune with the products that appeal to its student consumers.

INTERESTED IN CODE THE FUTURE? Contact: info@codethefuture.io
Amazon Purchases Innovative WiFi Company

By Matthew Mancuso

Amazon just announced the purchase of Eero, a growing internet company. While it might not be very well known to the public, Eero is notable to those who are interested in the tech sector for its advanced internet-connection systems.

While Sweetwaters has confirmed its plans to open in New Jersey’s largest city, a smaller chain has not yet commented on its rumored plans to open in nearby Hudson County. Café Grumpy is expected to open in or adjacent to the upcoming Whole Foods Market store at the Lincoln Harbor complex in Weehawken. A legal notice shows that Whole Foods Market Group, Inc. recently applied for approvals to add a large Café Grumpy sign in front of its upcoming store. Café Grumpy is based in Brooklyn, and also operates in Manhattan and Florida. The Weehawken supermarket was initially expected to be part of Whole Foods Market’s new 365 brand of stores, but the chain’s new owner, Amazon, recently announced that it will be discontinuing the 365 concept. Despite this reversal, the Weehawken location will still move forward as a Whole Foods Market store.

Amazon’s investment in the home security system communicated with whomever is at their front door. Produced a smart doorbell allowing homeowners to use Amazon's market plan to invest in smart-home companies. While many other companies like Apple and Google have attempted to create virtual assistants, the Amazon Echo has been the only one that has truly succeeded, largely because it can incorporate every virtual assistant that is around the home. Eero is Echo-compatible and should be one of the final pieces in Amazon’s plan to corner the home technology market. While it may seem like college students are unaffected by these seemingly insignificant developments, that is extremely far from the truth. The chances are that the majority of college students own at least one Amazon item and some colleges are installing Alexa devices in dorms. Plus, when current college students are living in their own houses in the coming decades, their Amazon devices will allow them to involve more technology into their homes.
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Understanding the impact of new businesses on society

Two growing coffee chains are preparing to expand into northeastern New Jersey as is a Manhattan restaurant group.

Amazon’s investment in the home security system communicated with whomever is at their front door. Produced a smart doorbell allowing homeowners to use Amazon's market plan to invest in smart-home companies. While many other companies like Apple and Google have attempted to create virtual assistants, the Amazon Echo has been the only one that has truly succeeded, largely because it can incorporate every virtual assistant that is around the home. Eero is Echo-compatible and should be one of the final pieces in Amazon’s plan to corner the home technology market. While it may seem like college students are unaffected by these seemingly insignificant developments, that is extremely far from the truth. The chances are that the majority of college students own at least one Amazon item and some colleges are installing Alexa devices in dorms. Plus, when current college students are living in their own houses in the coming decades, their Amazon devices will allow them to involve more technology into their homes.

Beyond investing in smart-home companies, Amazon has been busy across the board. Over the past year, they merged with Whole Foods Market for a combined $13.7 billion dollars. The company has also invested billions of dollars into developing new ways to shop, donate, and drive. Now, Amazon not only is offering a website that just focuses on selling products, but it is attempting to offer services that influence us in our everyday lives. Eero will likely be one of the final pieces in Amazon’s plan to control the home technology market. This should be the end of their pursuit to corner the housing-tech market. Thanks to Amazon, the housing could drastically change forever in the the not-too-soon future.
Don’t Get Burned on Cannabis Stocks

Reducing risk while investing in the theme of legalization

By Connor C. Introna

Last summer, a Canadian pharmaceutical company, Tilray, made history when it became the first major cannabis company to debut on the NASDAQ. Shortly after its initial public offering, the company’s common stock caught fire and became one of the most impressive trades of the year. Tilray went on to produce a return of more than a whopping 1,200% -- climbing from $17 per share to $233.58 per share in a matter of weeks. By the second week of Sep-
tember, it was quickly becoming apparent that the market was getting ahead of itself. Despite Tilray taking advantage of a popular investment theme (legalization of marijuana), the valuation that the market had put on its stock was far from sustainable at then-current company levels. Soon enough, the stock of Tilray burned out and tumbled, hard. Since then, shares of the company have been relatively flat, meandering on hopes of more widespread legalization or M&A activity. Investors who jumped on Tilray in July or Au-
gust of 2018 still have an enormous gain to boast about. As for every other investor who arrived later, the stock has not been very kind to their portfolios.

Tilray is the perfect example of why an investor must exercise considerable caution when dealing with canna-
abis stocks. Considering much of its success is contingent on legalization and regulatory clearance, the group has been extremely volatile, making massive swings in both bullish and bearish directions. If anything, the stocks of cannabis companies, such as Canopy Growth Corporation ($CGC), Aurora Cannabis ($ACB), the Cronos Group ($CRON), GW Pharmaceuticals ($GPHH), and Tilray ($TLRY), have be-come fierce trading vehicles instead of suitable investments. For traders, these names might be appealing for a multitude of reasons, including steep price fluctuations and high be-
tas. But, in a nutshell, too much of their valuation is built on speculation, rather than intrinsic value. While cannabis stocks may hold an appropriate place in a well-diversified portfolio, they should not be a core holding because of their popularity with traders. For example, this is one of the rea-
sons why Advanced Micro Devices (SAMD), as well known and popular as it is, is generally not a core holding of man-
aged funds and large portfolios. SIMD, with a 2.3 Beta and tendency to swing heavily, is not exactly as investment-grade as it’s peers Intel ($INTC), Broadcom ($AVGO), Texas In-
struments ($TXN), and Qualcomm ($QCOM).

Because of their generally low share prices (and as-
associated high volume) and tendency to make drastic moves, the aforementioned cannabis names and other stocks of the like have attracted many investors in the stock market. On brokerage platforms such as Robinhood, cannabis stocks are amongst the most popular investments -- hinting that millennials are trying to get invested in them. It has become cheap to pick up large quantities of shares of $ACB, $CRON, and (to a lesser extent) $CGC -- but doing so could be a seri-
ous investing mistake. Millennials, while younger and more amenable to handling risk, should still think about risk when building portfolios. It is very important, for any in-
vester, to not just invest in a company for political or social reasons. History has shown many times in countless cases, there is no room for that mindset when building a successful and profitable investment portfolio.

In the United States, there are only four plac-es where cannabis use of any kind is illegal: Idaho, South Dakota, Nebraska, and American Samoa. The District of Columbia, the Northern Mariana Islands, several Native American land reservations, and ten states have unilaterally legalized the drug for all intents and purposes. Other than the aforementioned four jurisdictions with prohibitions, most of the United States is ruled by the “Sin Kings” (Altria, Philip Morris International, AB InBev, etc.) and the medicinal marijuana industry will be dominated by “Big Pharma.” Altria (which has heavy hold-
ings in tobacco, alcohol, and, now, vaporizers) has already purchased a 45% ownership stake in $CRON, Constellation Brands (which has a vast portfolio of wine, beer, and other spirits, owns 38% of $CGC, as well. AbbVie, which is a major drug company, has already explored treatments involving THC and other cannabinoids.

Ultimately, the focus for any investor should al-
ways be risk management. Buying shares in $SMO and $STZ will give investors exposure to cannabis at limited risk; but the future of cannabis is uncertain. Any mentioned strategy should still be exercised with caution.◆

A Rose By Online Delivery May Smell Just as Sweet
February sales demonstrate decline in brick-and-mortar floral industry

By Kathy Dobrow

Valentine’s Day is the time to celebrate love in both romantic and platonic. What better way to show this than with flowers? Flowers on Valentine’s Day make up almost 15% of annual floral sales, as reported by the Society of American Florists (SAF). To participate in this tradition, however, you must also be okay with your wallet lightening, with the SAF in 2018 also reporting that a dozen red roses are sold on average for $85 in Feb-
ruary, $20 higher than their usual average price the rest of the year.

Nonetheless, brick-and-mortar florists may be yet another industry that Millennials are killing. Accord-
ing to IBISWorld, most of the traditional retail floral business is supported by Baby Boomers. More recent generations prefer to buy other gifts, or purchase flow-
ers online or at a supermarket. As a result, independent florists’ revenues have declined by an average of 1.2% each year over the past decade. The florist industry is predicted to shrink further as popularity for the alternat-
eives among younger buyers grows, unless specialty flora-
ts can cultivate an online presence in the right fields.
Full disclosure: it pains me to say that I haven’t actually seen any of the other versions of A Star Is Born. After seeing this version, however, I feel like I shouldn’t seek out any of the past iterations. While the title of this review is not particularly original, it is particularly fitting since, outside of its plot, two real stars have emerged from this project: Lady Gaga as an actress and Bradley Cooper as a director.

I mean, there really isn’t much to say about Lady Gaga’s performance, other than she knocked it out of the park. Going into watching the picture, I knew she would at least nail the performance scenes, because that’s who she is – an excellent singer and performer. But I was particularly surprised with how well she performed in the more intimate and emotional scenes. I didn’t see any signs of artificiality anywhere in her performance. This quality doesn’t just apply to Gaga, however; it applies to virtually the entire cast. From an unrecognizable Andrew Dice Clay and Dave Chappelle, to Bradley Cooper and his on-screen brother, Sam Elliott, the acting never felt forced and instead felt incredibly real. I was particularly impressed with Cooper and Elliott’s performances; both of which were subdued and performed for the camera, not for the stage, which is something I feel many film performances tend to go wrong with Matthew Libatique behind the camera, I feel strongly that Cooper will have an amazing future in the director’s chair based on his first five minutes. I could tell that Cooper had soaked up all he could from the excellent directors he has worked with in the past (David O. Russell and Clint Eastwood, just to name a few). The film feels like a seasoned filmmaker made it, as it has a classic Hollywood vibe and weight. This, no doubt, was Cooper’s intention, as he has armed himself with a crew of experts to help him succeed in his fresh directorial effort: you certainly cannot go wrong with Matthew Libatique behind the camera and Jay Cassidy in the cutting room. And his actors?็ The film is a treat for the eyes – the star power of Cooper and Gaga. But like the writing could’ve employed a revision or two, specifically in that last act. I’m not going to spoil anything here, but fortunately, the power of the performances and the film’s technical aspects, as well as Cooper’s directing, more than make up for the slightly weaker writing at the film’s tragic ending, and I was left very impressed overall.

Reflecting on the film now, I suppose this writing flaw actually illustrates one of the film’s main themes, which is the constant battle between art and commerce, specifically in the film and music industries. As the film progresses, Gaga’s character Ally gains more and more commercial popularity, but at the mercy of her artistic integrity. Her work becomes anesthetized, sterile, and very much cookie-cutter when considering the pop music landscape of today. At the same time, our hero, Jackson Maine, tries to save her artistic integrity while failing to realize the destruction of his own. His character arc, which also is part of the weakly written part of the film, unintentionally (or, perhaps, intentionally) serves as a metaphor for the film’s message.

Perhaps this film did so well because of the star power of Cooper and Gaga. But likely this film was made only because it followed, to some degree, the cookie cutter formula that has existed for at least three other versions, the formula that did so well all three times. Cooper said himself that this film was a passion project for him, but while his passion is clear behind the camera, perhaps, like Ally, part of his passion was ultimately sacrificed for the sake of commerciality.
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